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Book Review
Eigelberner, J .

The Investigation of

veloped from the point of view of an engineer. However, the author seems to be
York, A . W . Shaw Company, 1926. 335 thoroughly acquainted with business conditions, and his method of presentation is
p.)
During the last decade there has been along practical rather than technical lines.
considerable expansion in research work i n He has fulfilled well his two-fold purpose:
the field of business. M a n y educational first, "the fundamental intent to present
institutions have established
research a thorough analysis of the subject, one that
bureaus and several independent agencies is sound both from the standpoint of theory
have been created for purposes of economic and practice;" second, "the purpose of
research, while the number of business con- developing a practical training in the art of
cerns maintaining their own research de- investigation which will be of equal value to
partments is constantly increasing. In the business executive and to the research
order that such work may be carried on worker, both i n the analysis and the solumost effectually, it is highly desirable that tion of their problems."
The subject is treated in logical order,
those who are engaged in making investibeginning
with the preliminary analysis of
gations be properly fitted for the task.
the
problem,
followed by chapters on colThe author of the present work has filled
lecting,
classifying,
and tabulating the
a need for an authoritative manual of infacts,
and
concluding
with a discussion of
vestigational procedure, which might be
the
forming
and
establishing
of conclusions
used in training research men, through his
and
the
preparation
of
reports.
Inclusion
discussion of the technique and procedure
of
related
matter
from
the
fields
of logic
of investigating business problems. The
and
psychology
gives
one
the
feeling
that
procedure which he describes, being an
the
subject
has
been
presented
in
an
unadaptation of the scientific method applied
usually
complete
manner
for
a
single
to the solution of business problems, is deBusiness Problems.
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volume. A bibliography of selected references is available for those desiring more
intensive reading at any point.
Although experience is essential to success in investigational work, M r . Eigelberner's book will be found a useful guide
to anyone aspiring to obtain effective results i n the field of research.
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